SCOREBOARD PROTECTIVE NETTING
Information Sheet
Carron Net scoreboard protective nets are made with the same tough, long lasting material as
our baseball batting cage and backstop nets. Usually constructed of #77702 - black #21 nylon, 1
¾” mesh, this netting is weather treated and UV stabilized for indoor or outdoor use.
Scoreboard nets are made to order with the size specified by the customer. As a rule of thumb,
a scoreboard net is generally sized 1’-2’ larger in each dimension than the scoreboard which it is
intended to protect. They are typically constructed in one of the following ways. Please note
that these examples are for illustration only. Mounting hardware is not provided by Carron
Net.
Binding Only:
In this option, the net is constructed with tape binding on all edges into which grommets may
be inserted at desired locations. Attachment method for this net is typically with clips, tie
wraps or lacing cord to a framework in front of the scoreboard.

Cable or other
fixed support (i.e.
– rod, pipe). Net
is typically
attached at either
top & bottom or
all four edges to
achieve tautness.

Brackets attached
to the wall (or
ceiling) and
typically extend
from support
structure to 2’-3’
in front of the
scoreboard.

Vinyl Sleeves:
This option involves suspending the net from overhead using a pipe or rod through a sleeve to
support the net. Vertical edges are tape bound. The bottom edge also has a sleeve into which
a pipe or chain weight can be inserted for ballast.
Example of vinyl sleeve option:

Suspension (from ceiling possibly by
cable (see picture at left) OR from
wall with brackets similar to above)

Pipe/rods is inserted in the top
sleeve and suspended from
cables or mounting brackets
The bottom sleeve is weighted
for ballast to help reduce
deflection.

